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Notre Dame 

Andrew Tallon (1969-2018)
3D-Laser scans model of the cathedrale
§ A billion data points from about 50 point of 

views
§ Precision is 0.5 centimeter
§ Linked with photographies
§ Measuring 45 historical buildings



Models, data, and evidence

«what I really wanted to do was to be able to
mix all these things together—love for medieval
buildings, for art, for technology, for
knowledge» 

Andrew Tallon
§ Big data: a billion data points
§ Modeling: ignore many aspects of the 

cathedral and focus on distances
§ Better evidence: the most precise data about 

the cathedral at least for reconstruction
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Evidence in science around 1600
The works touching books are two — first, libraries, which are as
the shrines where all the relics of the ancient saints, full of true
virtue, and that without delusion or imposture, are preserved
and reposed; secondly, new editions of authors, with more
correct impressions, more faithful translations, more profitable 
glosses, more diligent annotations, and the like.

Francis Bacon, The Advancement of Learning, 5th book, 1605



Acta Sanctorum
1643-1925



Acta Sanctorum and the computer
Roberto Busa SJ (1913-2011)
Mary Kenneth Keller BVM (1913-1985)



Index Thomisticus
1949
Roberto Busa SJ (1913-2011) & 
Thomas J. Watson (Founder of IBM)

Concordance of the term praesens / praesentia
Lemmatisation of St. Thomas work

56 volume, http://www.corpusthomisticum.org



Mozart-Edition

https://mozarteum.at/digitale-mozart-edition/



Leonardo-Edition



Meteorit von Mauerkirchen, Oberösterreich (ded. König 

Ludwig I von Bayern (1786 – 1868))

http://www.blumenbach-online.de/

Blumenbach online



Virtual manuscripts: e-codices

sine loco, codices restituti, Cod. 1 (Codex Florus dispersus), Augustinus
https://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/doubleview/sl/0001/bnf-lat11641_011v/Sequence-1275



Scholarly evidence
§ Critical edition about the truth since hundred of years
§ More structured data, i.e. information, i.e. evidence
§ Open science for the world
§ In need of experts
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Fourth paradigm: Data-intensive Science
Tony Hey (2009), The Fourth Paradigm
Chris Anderson (2008), The End of Theory



Just data: Google books?
Google Print / Google Library
§ Started in 2004, 6.000 pages/hour
§ ~ 30-40 Mio. Scans of

130 million books (Taycher, 2010)

§ ~ 1 million downloads p.a. 
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek

“You have thousands 
of years of human 
knowledge, and 
probably the highest-
quality knowledge is 
captured in books. So 
not having that—it’s 
just too big an 
omission.”

Sergey Brin, New Yorker 2007



Morelli‘s method
Ivan Lermolieff [i.e. Giovanni Morelli]:
Die Werke italienischer Meister in den Galerien von München, Dresden und Berlin. 
Ein kritischer Versuch — Leipzig, 1880



Agatha Christie

Indication of dementia?

Lancashire/Hirst 2009



Modeling by vectors
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Epochen 
stylometrisch unterschieden

Stylometry with R
(https://sites.google.com/site/
computationalstylistics/home)

Jannidis, Lauer (2014)

“Distinction between literary epoch: 
Enlightenment vs. Realism”: Dendrogram, 
Classic Delta distance, 300-3000 MFW, 
consensus 0.5



Consensus Tree: 
Autorinnen 
und Autoren 
um 1800

Jannidis, Lauer (2014)



Sentiment analysis
„Lord of the Rings“

Lauer / Matraszek (in press)



Modeling plot lines

Reagan et al., 2016
hedometer.org

.



Modeling gender in Hollywood-Films

Anderson, H., & Daniels, M. 2016
https://pudding.cool/2017/03/film-dialogue/



Weltliteratur
according to Wikipedia

Fischer, Lauer et al. (2017)



Modelling reading behaviour „Wattpad“

§ 2 million readers/day
§ 100.000 stories per day
§ e.g. Anna Todd: 10.000 commentaries per day

for a new chapter



Modeling reading

Pianzola, F., & Rebora, S. (2018)
.



Modeling data in the humanities

§ Big (and real-time) data also in the humanities
§ Methodoloy: Increasing importance of formale modeling
§ Theory: Statistics, statistics, statistics ... and qualitative research – mixed models
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Open Science



Citizen Science

http://ntvmr.uni-muenster.de/home

http://madison.nytimes.com/



Machine learning and scholarly expertise

How to train a training set before your start to analyse the test set?

Ted Underwood

https://www.publicbooks.org/why-an-age-of-machine-learning-needs-the-humanities/



Models, big data, and some evidence

§ Abundance of data and the need to form information out of it
§ The importance of modeling
§ Scholarly expertise is more than ever necessary
§ Politics of interpretation: 

Who owns the data and turns it into information?
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